Biotinylated beads, first saturated with neutravidin were incubated either with 500 nM mDia1 or sequentially with 500 nM biotinylated mDia1 and then 500 nM CP, in a buffer containing 0.1% BSA. SDS-PAGE of pelleted beads and supernatant of mDia1 + CP sample confirm that CP does not bind mDia1 directly. 500 nM mDia1 and 500 nM CP solution standards are shown.
Anchored mDia1 were exposed alternatively to a nucleation solution (F-buffer at 25mM KCl, 2µM 20% Alexa488 actin, 0.4µM profilin) and an observation solution (F-buffer at 100mM KCl, 1µM unlabelled actin, 4µM profilin) for 15 seconds each. 1 frame is acquired every 30 seconds.
The localization and time of newly mDia1 nucleated filaments are recorded. In the control experiment, we measured the time needed for mDia1 to nucleate a second filament after having spontaneously detached their first nucleated filaments, in order to obtain the cumulative distribution of mDia1 renucleation with time. In a second experiment, mDia1 molecules that elongate filaments (BF) are exposed to 400 nM CP to get BFC filaments and the sub-population of mDia1 release their filaments after CP exposure (i.e. BFCBC+F) are tracked and subjected to a renucleation experiment similar to the control case described above. This leads to the cumulative distribution of mDia1 renucleation with time after CP exposure. Identical amino acids are depicted in yellow and similar ones are colored in cyan. The two FH2 domains share 89% sequence similarity. Based on previously reported numbers from in vivo experiments (summarized, for example in 39 )
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we considered a filament bundle consisting of an initial population of 30 filaments anchored to mDia1 at their barbed ends and elongating at a typical velocity of 100 nm/s 21, 39 (for e.g. in filopodia). As a result of their exposure to a concentration of Capping Protein [CP], growing filaments eventually get capped and detach from the filopodium tip, following the reaction scheme BF + C  BFC  BC (the alternate route BF + C  B + C  BC is negligible). We can numerically solve the differential equations of this reaction scheme and, using the rate constants determined in this paper (Table 1) , compute the number of growing filopodium filaments (BF) versus time, or versus the length reached by the still growing filaments. When the growing filament population is down to 6 filaments, i.e. 30% of its initial population, it can no longer support filopodium elongation and stalls 39 . We find that for [CP] in the range of 50-200 nM (light gray shaded region) the filopodium reaches a length comprised between 3 and
